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Abstract 

The known modelling methods of forecasting basing on Case Based Reasoning as machine learning from 
the base dataset ensure arbitrary discrete forecasts. From these discrete forecasts it’s hard to decide till 
what extent they are appropriate, as no one is able to close the learning process with that firm sense (only 
with proving possibility in the future), that the best model was found. The goal of the study is how the 
planning/evaluation and control of learning in the futurology projects can be placed to new basis with 
drawing in the future/past consistency and increasing the fitting with. 

Keywords: automation of modelling, consistent future, complex model evaluation, parallel case based 
reasoning 

1 Introduction 

Like spreading the statistical program groups earlier, appearing Data Mining tools have changed the 
possibilities of modelling. After cognition of the input structure of given analysis process, the 
appropriate/necessary models/answers may be formed for almost key press. The next step of this process 
will be the share acquisition of online Data Mining, where everyone will be able to use any service of 
servers (free or not free) anywhere in the World after description of the standardised input of any type 
exercises. Though the running departmental researches expand till development of online services (Petı 
et al. 20041, Pisartsov 20042), but this paper deals with the possibilities of elevating the daily Data Mining 
origin offline forecasting to a new quality level. Forecasting may happen either online or offline way, the 
expectable future values are calculated from past data with arbitrary complicated functions/models. The 
discrete methods may be grouped by the quantity of the input data, by the complicatedness of the 
functions (methodology). The won “magic words” (moving average, exponential smoothing, Neural 
Network, Genetic Algorithms, Expert System, CBR, knowledge base system etc.) don`t affects the 
essence questions of modelling. Why do we had to make anything as we made it, why not any other 
alternative solution can be seen as better, till when the selected solution can be the best practice and when 
do we have to change to a new model? In other words: between two models/experts which is the better, 
till what extent a model can be proper in terms of the maximal handled knowledge? Though the success 
of modelling depends on the used dataset, formulas, these elements are not responsible for the correctness 
of forecasts, principally for the quick run of model calculations. The explanation of this is simple on the 
base of combinations: whether a model (source code of a program) is seen as a series of characters, than 
with the given numbers, letters and with other signs, the best model (with real end) could be found with 
random guessing without human interference sooner or later, IF we could describe what the best model 
should know against the alternative solutions. In the terms of the “theory of aimless” (Pitlik 200216) no 
objective function exists, in philosophical it seems that it can`t exist, which could assure that a chosen 



model as best in the present will have better results in the future than any other model. As the input data 
can`t be qualified being fact, the applied formulas are the models themselves, than the task is not else than 
interpreting/analysing the future values and the estimated values in another way than up till now. 

2 Harmonization of the methodology of futurology 

After Nováky (2004): „The futurology has new specialities: the strength of human activities affecting the 
future has grown; instead of “what will be formed out” the question of “what and how can we get 
known” will be important; the prediction ”gives it`s place” to the interpretation of the future; the role of 
creativity is growing; the indefiniteness is given mainly from unexpected events and creativity; the 
rational and irrational, the conscious and the not conscious elements will join. In the new situation the 
methodology of futurology places to the centre the examination of the environmental conditions, 
expectations and motivations.” (Nováky, 20043) The orientation showing methodological situation 
evaluation can be interpreted two ways: On one hand it bodes that prediction (otherwise the classical 
feedback needed forecast) and the interpretation of the future are conflicting, shows a changing idea 
world (mind), on the other hand the two idea world flows into each other, they can be synthetised An 
important thesis of this paper is, that the advantages of prediction and the holistic future interpretation 
approach can be joined. The predicted future is ideal in that case, when the directions of changes of status 
variables between the drafted future (by the researchers) and the last known state are correct, and than the 
measures of changes are arbitrary correct. For this we need derived future, which is not linked to any 
completion of fiction conditions. This is not in contradiction with executing simulations, or to search the 
answer for the „what would happen if” question. Though the models have to be formed out in that way, to 
draw the (checkable) realistic future automatically after sniffing up the facts of (valued) data of human 
decisions. In other approach: Exploring consistencies expected in the past, between past and future and 
expected only in the future may be interpreted as the future, or forming the original discrete forecasts into 
complex and self validating future. This approach guards as an extremity the advantages of mechanical 
validation (without it no procurer and social contentment exists – think just about the other extremity, for 
the arbitrary interpretation possibility of the predictions from “Dodona”), and as a synergy effect it allows 
space for the complexity, assuring with it to use all the background knowledge in case of a given future. 
The consistency based modelling logic doesn`t make any difference between „soft” and „hard” methods, 
as the emphasis is not on the methodology of retrieving consistency principles (from correlation till expert 
opinion), than on employing them in search control, in fine tuning them and on improving the objective 
stability and accuracy of forecasting. Now as the most important expressions were identified, so the 
Reader may have experiences about the discrete forecasts and about consistency, the paper`s next task 
(holding the machine learning and the logic of CBR) is to show the joining of the two phenomena, and 
after the extracts of the case studies to show a general validity model, which is the first result of the 
OTKA (T-049013, 2005-2008) supported 4 year long research. 

3 Case studies for consistency 

The idea of consistency shall be understood in the following ways: two, but rather more (occurring in 
anywhere in space and anytime) status`s (between object`s attribute`s measurable/observable values) 
feasible and enforcing identical existence or existence after each other. A consistent future (picture) is 
basically different from a plausible, where all the status enhance/authenticate each other while in the other 
case we may know only, that the examined status are involved in an interval that is thought to be 
appropriate (consistent?). Thus in case of examining (as forecast) unique/discrete phenomena we can`t 
talk about real consistency, so we may calculate with increased error levels in real future happenings 
against the forecasted future. The partial approach is enhanced too, as most of the statistical reports don`t 
take any effort (referencing without real basics for the existing flood of information and for the 
limitedness of interpreting human capabilities) to settle with the examined depending set of phenomena 
with arbitrary complexity. A perfect sample for it, is the agricultural statistics, which doesn`t dare to 
undertake in any of the countries to prepare the Economic Accounts of the Agriculture (agricultural 
accounts extended with process analysis) with common integration of the FADN (Farm Accounting Data 
Network, cf. MIAU 2004.4) and market price datasets (MIS), where each of the years and the years after 
each other, can reflect back the interpretation intervals of the biological processes and the basics of the 
economical rationality. It`s not by chance, that the consistency based thinking is kept in the foreground by 
the fact based facing with the past and present (not talking about visioning into the future) in modelling of 
the agricultural phenomena. Inheriting the weakness of the statistical data the operation research`s (linear 



inequality based operation modelling) world of thought has showed clearly, that after numerous think 
experiment (cf. with Liebig`s minimum theory vs. quadratic production functions), it is managed to get 
believed with ourselves, that we understand how affects each other statically (and dynamically) two 
factors (ceteris paribus).These kind of elemental contexts can be organised into networks (though after the 
Pygmalion effect the causal contexts don`t exist as a necessity). On the base of these kind of heavily 
restrictive and heavily consistency taste assumptions, models have been created for a long time 
(meteorological, land use, policy simulation), where the consistency is supposed to be given, thus only 
that kind of results can be obtained in the end, which are so identical and authentic that it can`t be 
doubtful(?). Not arguing against these kind of results it has to be outlined, that consistency is not a 
miracle by itself. The more restrictive (disclosing polynomes, mainly linearity oriented methods) 
methodological space has left some possibility for forming out some “heretic” theories with the 
development of IT… 

3.1. Methodical consistency 

The experiences of Artificial Intelligence researches points out, that beyond the basics of mathematics-
statistics, a combination based machine learning logic exists, where the main question is not that, what 
kind of formula and function miracles can be formed manually, than rather how an arbitrary authentic 
solution (with arbitrary correct capability of reflecting back the learning pattern) can be found in a 
relatively transparent formula forming system and in a relatively transparent parameter space in real short 
time (cf. with the philosophy of search control of genetic algorithm). These kind of models are made 
mostly for unique phenomena (e.g. – stock market analysis – chartism-generator?). The methodological 
consistency is that kind of consistency where choosing the “best” can be algorithmed, can be freed from 
the content of the task and itself is a set of force of learning control for a more component future. The 
methodological consistencies and the content (task depending) linked consistencies give the cut of view 
and overlapped view of the same phenomena set. 

3.1.1 Generator model 

Nothing prohibits, to born as much forecasts in an identical or partially different modelling frame system. 
Differing minimally from the factuality of the learning patterns (time dimensions, time sets) can be seen 
as a kind of macro consistency. We may get a simple solution to have numerous forecasts, if the 
differences of coordinates of the object-attribute set`s of the past and the forecastable future is involved 
into the model as an input variable. On the base of the earlier, any arbitrary data of the future is in a 
unique coordinate context with the past describing data`s coordinates. Basing for this unique context, 
forecasts can be made for any future status, using the same quantity of data and a unique forecasting 
function/model (cf. Pitlik, 1995). In the terms of a usual learning task, that is the best context which 
approaches the patterns of the fact data mostly. The question is only that, which are those elements of the 
future, where more accurate or less accurate forecast is awaited? In other words: each unit of the error 
(after standardising) should influence the learning process through the sum of the error with the same 
weight, or which model is more authentic from the others behind the same sum of the error? This thought 
leads to the micro-consistency. It can be interpreted as a kind of micro-consistency, a rare applied 
expectation system, when secondary (artificial) dataset is imported into a learning frame system, which 
dataset with it`s extreme low and high valued inputs prescribes the boundary values of the “production 
function”, forcing the basically linear model to show in it`s curves a real strict decrease of proceeds. The 
question here is “only” that, what shall be made if the estimation accuracy for primer datasets decreases 
because of the secondary dataset, though the shapes of the curves are more logic, than beside higher 
numerical accuracy? In other words: where is the limit of over learning and numerical accuracy in a given 
question ? (cf. Pitlik, 1993) 

3.1.2 Auto-trend 

In the terms of an earlier task, forecasts had to be made (in the absence of valid statistics with earlier 
partial dataset) to calculate the cost and price components behind each product`s consumer price in 
different countries. For this, the series of components of total cost (in natural value and in price), and the 
prices and natural values in the case of yields were used. The spreadsheet software`s „trend” function was 
the root of the forecasting. The self check (objective function) was the minimisation of the difference of 
the forecasted cost components and total cost itself. On the base of the experiences it can be stated that 



the trends of the cost components and their trend volumes likely for only small scale and 
proportional/balanced changes, thus the results of the two directional estimation are mainly identical for 
1-2-3 years (with decaying measure). In that case if the distance of the forecast (for more than 10 years, 
and more than 100 years) was changed, or the trends were changed with disproportionately big values, the 
results of the cost components and the total cost itself showed significant differences. (Pitlik et al. 20035) 
The solution above is one kind of drafting of consistency: that future is consistent where examining an 
aggregated phenomena and summarizing it from the elements of it we get almost the same result. This 
approach shall not be mixed with that approach which states, that is the good estimation which is likely 
after more alternative model, and almost never is that solution the best which is formed as the average of 
other alternative solutions. (The future doesn`t know the institutes of democracy unfortunately…) 

3.1.3 Component-based Object Comparison for Objectivity (COCO) 

As concrete task appeared to forecast by key press on the base of object – attribute matrix (pork number 
dataset for given date) the expectable numbers of pork (for all „subtype”: piglet, porkers, sows) on the 
base of normativity. When the weakest attribute (according for fitting of forecasts) was interpreted not as 
independent than as depending phenomena of function based value of other components by the model 
(being a balance like problem), the forecasting accuracy has grown „significantly” (from 72% to 78%). 
The speciality of handling balance like context objects is that, that the forecasts chosen as separate had to 
give only the directions of changes, that`s why in case of a balance like state the separate effects couldn`t 
been automatically summarised. Thus consistency was drafted not as a numerical force than a tendency 
like field of force. Finding the right field of force raises the „model in the model” question, or that, 
whether the context describing the field of force shall/can be given in exogenous way or as part of the 
learning process in a deductive way? This question raising leads to the interpretation of content depending 
consistencies. (Pitlik, 20046) 

3.2 Content consistency 

Whether in the case of a forecasting task some consistency expectations can be drawn in theory level 
beyond the dataset or these can be win out in advance from the dataset it`s worth to talk about content 
depending consistency. 

3.2.1. Agricultural sector models and the Balanced Score Card (BSC) 

Parallel with the earlier departmental OTKA (National Fund for Scientific Research) research (Pitlik et al. 
20037 OTKA F030664:2000-2003), parallel with an EU5 frame programme project (MIAU, 20028 
IDARA 2000-2003) and parallel with a DAAD scholarship (Pitlik 20009) a PhD research has started in 
the topic of connecting agricultural sector modelling with Artificial Intelligence research (Bunkóczi 
199810). Meanwhile the department has got a role in CAPRI model developments which projects runs in 
the frames of a EU6 programme (Britz 200411). The experiences of these projects from the look of this 
paper can be summarized in the following way: In the case of agricultural sector models, the correctness 
of the forecasted differences between an unchanged agricultural policy and a simulated future policy can`t 
be checked in the future. In connection with the analyses concerning to the agricultural sector, numerous 
balanced like and field of force type context are appearing, which can be defined in past datasets inside 
time dimension and between time dimensions, are valid for the connection of past and future and inside 
future time dimensions too. Beside these, numerous knowledge elements (restructuring of food 
consumption) may be defined which are not consisted in the forecasted attributes of the models, and can 
be drafted as expectations. The balanced and tendency-like expectations, can be interpreted as special 
visualisation effects (cf. BSC) against the forecasted values, and green intervals can be defined where the 
forecasted values should appear. The number/measure of deviations - as conflict number - from the 
prescribed „interpretation” interval, can be minimised, but doesn`t have any effect for model creation, and 
there is no theory which could help in giving the model parameters more aim oriented than random 
guessing and expert opinions. Supposing that for describing the expectable future, numerous unique 
interpretation intervals can be defined in case of a given scenario, and in extreme situation it may happen, 
that the consistency analysis gives the searched model itself without classical learning model (with unique 
and slow expert work). In a transition and as the most likely situation that is given, that a modelling logic 
formed in a learning frame system, defines the most feasible context system, which is able to calculate the 
first real future dataset/block more than the test phases – in an ideal case the learning was controlled by 



consistency principles BESIDE the force of the numerical justification to the known past. For this future 
(picture), consistency principles shall been defined too, as in terms of Mathematics the learning phase 
may serve with numerous models with identical numerical accuracy, and their future pictures may outline 
arbitrary wide intervals respectively for the states of future, those shall be examined. Exploring the 
consistency principles valid for the past and the future, is not else than connecting / automating that 
unique evaluation system with the learning process, when the researcher chooses the most authentic 
model for himself/herself from the resulting ones. The evaluation principles should stay in the middle of 
the professional arguments (between developers and procurers). Whether no other context can be 
described as the numerical accuracy of the learning, the modelling looses mind, as the perfectly suiting 
models usually shows soon along testing, the signs of over learning. Only the test results are not behoving 
to maximise, as it would be the mocking of the learning phase. When the aim is the maximisation of the 
average of accuracy of learning and testing, unfortunately arbitrary models can be found, with arbitrary 
deviation for the future, and with arbitrary ratio of the inner errors. The conclusion is: the forecasted 
future may get authentic, whether all of our part knowledge is included into it in an integrated way… 

3.2.2 Land-market forecasts 

In a best student paper the task was to forecast the land rent fees for 1, 2, 3, 4 years by countries, after the 
similarity of more other countries, using always the value of the last year. For it, the change of the land 
prices, the population, the producer’s price index and the nominal interest rate were used. The used 
method was the Weights and Activities Matrix (WAM, MIAU 200512), which is able to maximise the 
distribution above and under the median of the known price changes. After the automated runs the result 
table contains by countries and by known years to given years, how big land rent price change, above or 
under the median is feasible. For one country there are 4 estimations, where the estimations are opened 
intervals from down or from upper side, and the overlapping of these intervals could be evaluated. The 
essence of the consistency was, that those potential models (in groups of four) can be seen as authentic 
which gave closed intervals, where all the discrete estimations gave a result enhancing each other, or in 
the absence of it, the number of the overlapping intervals is the biggest, and the size of the interval is the 
less wide (Pitlik 200413). The common task of the procurer and the modeller before modelling, to decide 
about the rank (=consistency) of all the potential future (overlapping forecast), or to choose along testing 
which evaluation method of overlapping leads to the most authentic results. The logic of overlapping can 
be checked partially on the base of the test dataset, the selection from the WAM solutions can be 
supported by a separate algorithm. The logic of forcing the sameness of different long forecasts for a 
given date can be compared to the methodological consistency of the auto-trend solution.  

3.2.3 Basel II and client segmentation 

Another current departmental PhD research`s essential question is the next: which client profile is more 
authentic, if we calculate the feasibility of service requisition in case of numerous financial services on 
the base of Data Mining Standards? After the previous examinations we have arbitrary (incomplete) 
feasibility of service requisitions by clients (objects), where the aim is to assess the simultaneous 
authenticity (consistency). This can be made by exploring the inner contexts of the rows (clients) and the 
columns (services) on the level of experts (compressing the consistency criteria into an expert system: 
e.g.: maximal loadability of the client, real maximum of market share). The maximisation of adequacy to 
these consistency principles may affect back to the parameter setting of standard Data Mining processes. 
On the other hand appears drawing in the method of Component-based Object Comparison for 
Objectivity (COCO, MIAU 2004.14) to explore inconsistencies. For this, beside the earlier dissections the 
loadability of the client has to be estimated, which has to be deducted the most accurately depending on 
the vector of feasibility of service requisition for numerous clients. As the result of the examination, about 
the input object-attribute matrix`s kip points it can be told what is the feasible direction change, that the 
given client may get the most adequate for the similarity statutories forced by other client profiles. This 
approach suits to the logical process of auto-trend, as it forces the coincidence of aggregated and 
elemental estimations. It`s speciality the precept of aggregation itself works on the principle of a new 
similarity force field (COCO, Szőcs, 200515). 



4 The meta-model 

After the theoretical basics and case study oriented antecedents, the consistency controlled, search and 
learn based modelling`s general scheme can be described as follows: 

Question raising: only that kind of question is worth to ask, which expects that kind of dimensioned 
dataset describing future changes, which elements can be checked with future measures and observations. 

Input pattern: arbitrary dataset about the past, which isn`t incomplete otherwise can be completed with 
estimations (object-attribute-time-location). The dataset has to be divided to learning and testing phase 
along the known principles. 

Usable operations: all the operations and steps of operations that can be handled by a computer. 

Search control: from random guessing till aim oriented search every search control possibility can be 
used. Extra examinations are required whether it is possible or it is needed to explore search control 
solutions which are depending on consistency criteria? 

Objective function: The objective function can be interpreted in hierarchical and in divided way. In the 
term of hierarchy the forecast has to show the direction of change primarily for the maximum accuracy on 
the base of the input dataset. After when in the terms of changing the model has solution, only in that case 
is worth to define the measure of the change (rank and numerical error) more punctually. In the case of 
the directions of changes, exploring the maximum of the numerical accuracy (rate of hits, contingency) in 
the terms of the divided approach contingency is needed too. The principles of contingency have more 
levels: in the first level the expected complex changes have to be described when they are identical. The 
common maximisation of contingency and consistency leads to the appropriate model. This (minimal) 
two component search control leads to the antagonism of components, which problem has to be raised 
automatically. The question can be raised and needs basically a subjective developer statement what 
extent of consistency improvement is worth against what extent of contingency destruction, or how does 
look like the equivalence function of the two components. (The base of the defence against over learning 
if it can be reached to be understood that these components can`t be maximised against each other 
arbitrarily and at the same time.) 

General description of consistency: Inside space and time dimension (OAM), inside space and time 
dimensions (past-past, past-future, future-future), the aim is to map down to a unified scale (metric) 
quality conflicts/contexts. The drafting unit of consistency is the functional context between the space-
time-object units, which can be arbitrary complicated numerical, logical and hybrid context. One of this 
drafting is the consistency criteria. These criteria may have conflicts, and along learning (in given search 
space) may cause partial antagonisms. These consistency criteria may be wholly subjective and thought to 
be proved contexts. For the (existence of) consistency criteria the procurer and the developer are 
responsible for, these criteria may be statutory (e.g. balances), or field of force or tendency like (one sign 
grows, than the other sign has to grow also). The conflicts between criteria (antagonisms) may be solved 
by subjective definition of equivalences between criteria. The equivalence contexts and consistency 
criteria belong also to the responsibility of researchers. 

Case studies: In the phase of the next step of the research case studies will be made on the base of the 
Future generator and with COCO based learning, where the aim is to make universal the exploration and 
description of complex objective functions in case of any arbitrary content (agricultural, stock market, 
meteorological –where the data fortune is big enough)  

5 Summary 

The case studies in this paper are common in the need/force of assuring consistency and contingency 
along preparing any future. This consistency has to be true in the future, in time and in location (space) as 
well. Along model creation the time and location depending consistency criteria of a phenomena group 
have to be disclosed, otherwise the real like of the given model is pending. Along drawing the consistency 
criteria into model creation, their antagonism may appear as a necessity and resolving them on the base of 



equivalence may happen with experts/researchers (personnel subjective) contribution. Solving 
antagonisms with equivalence may raise the questions of objectivity of model creation and it`s limits. 

Consistency criteria have to be established in ideal case before modelling. Against this, it`s thinkable that 
along modelling the developers (developers and procurers) themselves discover some cases where cross 
criteria have to be stalled. In connection with consistency criteria, it`s required to determine which inputs 
are able to affect and how the tenability of any criteria, otherwise what would change the developer 
manually if an automated search control wouldn`t be successful. The identification of these contexts is the 
base for the first steps towards aim oriented search. In the absence of the earlier the learning process is 
not more than guessing/fingering or the use of the known universal principles (genetic algorithms). 

Limits of objectivity: defining arbitrarily the consistency criteria and equivalence functions is inhibited by 
the principle which prescribes the similarity and maximum of the learning and test results. In other words 
it`s not else than common analysing of objective function components of the results of a solution formed 
from a random search. Evaluation of the success of modelling in a given moment leads back to the 
principles of corporative decision making. Beside this (following the principles of meta model) a separate 
learning task is to explore in the frame of new researches the contexts between complicated model 
attributes and the objective success of real applications. 
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